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Abstract

Facial recognition technologies enable a uniquely dangerous and pervasive form of surveillance, and children cannot escape it any more than adults can. Facial recognition technologies have particularly severe implications for privacy, as they can weaponize existing photographic databases in a way that other technologies cannot, and faces are difficult or impossible to change, and often illegal to publicly obscure. Their erosion of practical obscurity in public threatens both privacy and free expression, as it makes it much harder for people to navigate public spaces without being identified, and easier to quickly and efficiently identify many people in a crowd at once. To make matters even worse, facial recognition technologies have been shown to perform less accurately for people of color, women, non-binary and transgender people, children, and the elderly, meaning that they have the potential to enable discrimination in whatever forum they are deployed. As these technologies have developed and become more prevalent, children are being subjected to it in schools, at summer camp, and other child-specific contexts, as well as alongside their parents, through CCTV, private security cameras, landlord-installed apartment security systems, or by law enforcement.

The particular vulnerability of young people relative to adults might make them seem like natural candidates for heightened protections from facial recognition technologies. Young people have less say over where they go and what they do, inaccurate evaluations of their faces could have a particularly strong impact on their lives in contexts like law enforcement uses, and the chilling effects of these technologies on free expression could constrain their emotional and intellectual development. At the same time, some of the harms young people experience are near-universal privacy harms, such as the erosion of practical
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obscurity, while the discriminatory harms of facial recognition’s inaccurate assessment of their faces are shared by other demographic groups.

The dangers facial recognition technologies pose to human flourishing are insidious enough that a ban on both commercial and government uses is necessary, as more modest proposals will likely be insufficient to counteract their inescapability and discriminatory effects. But children’s heightened vulnerability to privacy violations and discrimination from the use of facial recognition technologies doesn’t diminish the severity of the harms that other groups and the population at large experience. The use of facial recognition technologies on children should be prohibited, and the same goes for their use on everyone else.
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INTRODUCTION

In a world where commercial and governmental surveillance have crept into so many aspects of daily life, facial recognition technologies pose a particularly severe risk to privacy, free expression, fairness, and other democratic values. The simple fact that you can reset a password, but not your face, heightens the stakes of using faces as an identifier; it makes surveillance systems harder to evade, and breaches more consequential. Facial recognition enables the government or corporate entities to quickly and cheaply survey a crowd and isolate individuals from it, which eats away at practical obscurity. People provide (or are required to provide) identification pictures to government agencies and private entities every day, for a range of reasons, and the existence of these databases means that facial recognition makes them perpetually the possible subject of automated evaluation. If all of that weren’t frightening enough, researchers have repeatedly demonstrated that facial recognition systems are often less accurate for people of color, women, non-binary individuals, and young people.\(^1\)

Every circumstance in which facial recognition is deployed—by banks, by companies assessing job applicants, by government agencies identifying people, by private security companies, by law enforcement agents searching for suspects—creates new opportunities for members of those groups to be discriminated against.

The use of facial recognition technologies on children is fraught with competing motivations and concerns, given the broad consensus that children are a vulnerable population in need of heightened protections,\(^2\) and the lack of consensus over the primary sources of threats to them and how best to mitigate those threats.\(^3\) Facial recognition technologies bring this conflict to a head, as the collective impulse to protect children comes into conflict with what they need to be

---


\(^2\) See, e.g., G.A. Res. 217 (III) A, Universal Declaration of Human Rights (Dec. 10, 1948) (“Motherhood and childhood are entitled to special care and assistance. All children, whether born in or out of wedlock, shall enjoy the same social protection.”).

protected from: the dangerous actors whose conduct concerning surveillance is often intended to avert, or the harms to privacy, free expression, and self-determination that surveillance itself inflicts. For facial recognition technologies to be a net good for children’s safety, they would have to be more accurate than they are, less discriminatory than they are on the basis of race, gender, and age, and their impact on privacy, free expression, and due process less severe.

But those problems remain, making the use of facial recognition on children at least as damaging as whatever lurking dangers the surveillance itself promises to prevent. The deployment of facial recognition systems in child-centric locations like schools and summer camps is unlikely to deliver the improved safety that facial recognition vendors assure, while putting children’s privacy at risk. Children are also often subjected to the same forms of general, non-child-specific uses of facial recognition technologies as their parents. Teenagers and even young children are active users of social media applications that deploy facial recognition technologies, like Facebook and Instagram. They also frequent public and private spaces that are subject to facial recognition-fueled surveillance, such as churches, concerts, or public protests. Like adults, children may also be surveilled by law enforcement. We don’t fully understand how children will react to real-time surveillance of their movements when they’re aware of it occurring and understand the ramifications, and know that they endanger their privacy when they don’t fully understand the risks. What’s more, the inaccuracy of these systems in identifying young people and people of color introduces new forms of chaos and possible discrimination when the technology doesn’t work the way it’s supposed to.

---


5 Facial Recognition Software by Churchix for Biometric Attendance, CHURCHIX, https://churchix.com/ [https://perma.cc/7XM5-CBEV].


The rapid spread of facial recognition technologies and their accompanying harms leaves the question of how the law should respond. Certain laws in the United States that are specific to the use of biometrics, and specific to children’s privacy, provide certain protections, but are still insufficient to mitigate the damage or prevent more of it. For example, three state laws that govern the use of biometrics in Illinois, Texas, and Washington state offer some protections. However, these laws are ultimately too heavily tied to a “notice and choice” method of privacy governance, a paradigm that is particularly poorly suited to a system of surreptitious surveillance which relies on an identifier that’s hard to hide, hard to change, and often included in a database either because of legal or practical requirements or without the person’s knowledge. These laws are also limited in geographic and subject-matter jurisdiction, and under-enforced.

Child-specific privacy laws are similarly insufficient to protect children from the harms of facial recognition technologies. The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA), like the state biometrics laws, also relies heavily on a failed notion that a privacy policy can ensure privacy protections. And while some of COPPA’s requirements may make certain general audience uses of the technology untenable, the law is also under-enforced, only reaches companies in the Federal Trade Commission’s jurisdiction, and only applies to children under the age of 13. The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), which curbs the ability of schools to share students’ educational records, is similarly limited and under-enforced. None of these laws go far enough to protect the privacy risks that the use of facial recognition technologies on children presents, and none of them will prevent its spread into various parts of young people’s lives. Indeed, they are not designed to diminish the use of technology on children at all.

---


Consternation about the increasingly rapid deployment of these discriminatory and privacy-invasive technologies without meaningful safeguards has drawn a number of proposals to regulate their use. The most permissive proposals argue that the benefits of facial recognition technologies as surveillance tools, their utility for governmental investigators, and the added ease and efficiency of the commercial applications support hands-off rules that would facilitate, rather than prevent, the deployment of these technologies.\(^\text{13}\) The more expansive proposals include a moratorium on the use of facial recognition technologies until the bias problems can be corrected (if that’s even possible), with strict privacy safeguards like data use limitations. The most aggressive of these proposals is a comprehensive ban on the use of facial recognition technologies, given their almost unique inescapability, and the fact that the possibility these services will ever be sufficiently unbiased is far from guaranteed. Many of the more permissive proposals come from technology companies, or non-profits and trade associations aligned with them; advocates and privacy scholars have generally proposed or supported more aggressive proposals.\(^\text{14}\)

---


To my knowledge, there haven’t been many calls for child-specific facial recognition protections. But children are a sympathetic population, and their privacy protections often draw a broader consensus than do protections for adults given the general agreement that children’s immaturity makes them particularly vulnerable in a variety of ways. The combination of a rising tide of facial recognition regulation with its frequent use on a population whose privacy rights are more widely agreed upon as necessary raises the question. What would be the value of a child-specific ban on the use of these technologies?

Children’s developmental immaturity, their even weaker ability to avoid unwanted surveillance relative to adults, and the fact that facial recognition technologies are generally less accurate for them might seem to support a uniquely high standard, like a child-specific ban on facial recognition technologies. Some of the harms may be particularly severe for children, others are shared by other demographic groups or are nearly universal. The possible harms ensuing from facial recognition technologies’ limited ability to accurately recognize young faces are similar to those shared by other demographic groups, such as people with darker skin, Asian people, non-binary people, and the elderly. Facial recognition’s erosion of practical obscurity is a broadly shared harm, as is the erosion of due process protections in law enforcement investigations and the chilling effect on political protest.

But even if a child-specific ban were morally defensible or a sufficient response to the full range of implicated threats, it would also be near-impossible to meaningfully enact. Young people are often subjected to general-audience

uses of these technologies, which will make parsing legal and illegal uses difficult. In this article, I argue that in some ways, the harms of facial recognition technologies are particularly severe for children, but only slightly more so than they are for a number of distinct groups, and for the population as a whole. The damage caused by facial recognition technologies to fundamental freedoms and their fundamental inescapability warrant a comprehensive ban on their use. The severity of that damage for children simply adds additional support for the case.

This article proceeds in six parts. Part II describes how facial recognition technologies are being deployed by private entities and law enforcement, and used on adults and children alike. Part III describes the harms to privacy and free expression that facial recognition technologies impose, as well as their potential to cause or exacerbate discrimination, and explain which of these harms are particularly severe for children, which are shared by other demographic groups, and which are quasi-universal. Part IV describes the inadequacy of the existing legal protections that apply to the use of facial recognition technologies, illustrating why a ban would not be superfluous. Part V explains why a comprehensive ban is needed and why a child-specific ban would be undesirable. Part VI addresses further considerations and Part VII concludes.

USES OF FACIAL RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGIES

The various uses of facial recognition technologies can often sound like science fiction, which makes their dystopian implications all the more fitting. As more and more entities have turned to these technologies and they become cheaper and more accurate, they also become harder to evade.

How the Technology Works

Different applications of the technology are better suited for particular uses, and understanding each component and application is crucial to understanding what the technology can accomplish and the harms it can inflict. “Facial recognition technology” generally describes the automated detection of a face for analyzing it, whether for identification or classification of various other attributes. Generally, this process involves creating an algorithm to assess facial

---


17 CLARE GARVIE ET AL., THE PERPETUAL LINE-UP 9 (Georgetown Law, Center on Privacy and Technology 2016); see also ERIK LEARNED-MILLER ET AL., FACIAL RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGIES IN THE WILD: A CALL FOR A FEDERAL OFFICE 3 (2020) (“Borrowing from the Federal Trade Commission [1], we use the term “facial recognition technologies” as a catchall phrase to describe a set of technologies that process imaging data to perform a range of tasks
images (including ‘training’ it on a databases of faces, in the case of a machine learning algorithm); creating a template database of faces that the algorithm will use to compare new images against; and then comparing probe images to the template database. In order to assess the probe image, the algorithm detects whether a face exists in an image, then breaks the image into features (such as the eyes, nose, mouth), and the distance between them, so that they can be numerically quantified in a template.\(^{18}\)

Depending on how the program is designed, the algorithm might provide a range of possible matches or one match with some kind of measurement of the algorithm’s confidence that the person has been correctly identified.\(^{19}\) Some systems, including Amazon’s Rekognition, permit the user to evaluate the level of confidence—ostensibly indicating the likelihood that the image is a match, though in the case of Amazon Rekognition, the company has been unhelpfully opaque regarding the metrics used.\(^{20}\) The quality of the image has a tremendous impact on the ability of the algorithm to assess it—factors like low image resolution, poor lighting, and whether the face is twisted or obscured all render the algorithm less likely to be able to detect the face or identify to whom it belongs.\(^{21}\)

In the case of facial recognition algorithms that rely on machine learning, the size and variety of the dataset the algorithm is trained on impacts the accuracy of the algorithm. An algorithm that “learns” what a face is supposed to look like by training on a dataset predominantly composed of images from one particular demographic, such as white men, will tend to perform less accurately for other groups whose faces do not resemble what the algorithm has been built to interpret as a “face.”\(^{22}\) The same holds true for the size and heterogeneity of a database used as part of a “benchmark, “ or a test intended to measure the accuracy

---

18 Id.; Andrew Guthrie Ferguson, Facial Recognition and the Fourth Amendment, 105 MINN. L. REV. 1, 5-6 (forthcoming); Face Recognition, ELECTRONIC FRONTIER FOUND., https://www.eff.org/pages/face-recognition [https://perma.cc/U7ER-26EE].

19 Face Recognition, supra note 18.


21 Face Recognition, supra note 18; see Clare Garvie, Garbage In, Garbage Out: Face Recognition on Flawed Data, GEO. L. CTR. ON PRIVACY & TECH. (May 16, 2019), https://www.flawedfacedata.com/ [https://perma.cc/C3JF-ACPO] (citing to a white paper “ti-tled ‘Facial Recognition: Art or Science?’ published by the company Vigilant Solutions that posits that face recognition systems—even without considering composite sketches—are ‘[p]art science and part art’”).

of a facial recognition system as applied to a certain task or under certain circumstances.\textsuperscript{23} If the database that the system is tested on only contains photographs of faces with, for example, a certain skin color, or of a certain age, the test will not reflect how well the facial recognition system will perform on faces that do not share those attributes.

Different kinds of searches have different uses. “One-to-one” matching, or facial verification, describes when an algorithm verifies the identity of the subject by comparing the test image to an image of the subject, rather than attempting to ascertain the subject’s unknown identity.\textsuperscript{24} Many commercial uses of facial verification, such as the Face ID on an Apple iPhone\textsuperscript{25} or user verification in mobile banking applications,\textsuperscript{26} rely on one-to-one matching. In contrast, a “one-to-many” search compares a photograph or a live scan of someone’s face to an existing database of thousands or millions of faces to attempt to find a match.\textsuperscript{27} A police officer might use a one-to-many-search to narrow down a list of suspects by comparing a photograph or a sketch to a driver’s license database. Other existing databases that could be used for such searches include mugshots, application photographs from immigrants applying for federal benefits, photographs of visa applicants, and photos taken at the United States border of people entering the country,\textsuperscript{28} illustrating the range of circumstances that might circumstantially require someone to submit their photograph to a government database.

Understanding the different kinds of errors facial recognition systems can make is also key to understanding how they function. Both kinds of searches can result in false positives (the person identified is not truly the person the algorithm reported), or false negatives (the algorithm erroneously rejected the person whose face was scanned),\textsuperscript{29} with varying implications depending on the context.

\textsuperscript{23} \textit{Hearing on Facial Recognition Technology, supra} note 13, at 17-18 (testimony of Meredith Whitaker, Co-Founder, AI Now Inst. NYU); \textit{LEARNED-MILLER ET AL.}, supra note 17, at 41.

\textsuperscript{24} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{25} \textit{About Face ID Advanced Technology, APPLE INC., https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT208108} [https://perma.cc/KZ9L-TFND]

\textsuperscript{26} \textit{FACEPHI BEYOND BIOMETRICS, https://www.facephi.com/en/} [https://perma.cc/9XTP-8HM6].


\textsuperscript{28} These are the government databases NIST tested in a 2019 study of facial recognition algorithms. \textit{PATRICK GROTHER ET AL., NAT’L INST. OF STANDARDS AND TECH., NISTIR 8280, FACE RECOGNITION VENDOR TEST (FRVT) (2019)}.

\textsuperscript{29} \textit{NIST Study, supra} note 27 (“A false positive means that the software wrongly considered photos of two different individuals to show the same person, while a false negative means the software failed to match two photos that, in fact, do show the same person.”).
A false negative from an iPhone’s face verification algorithm could lock someone out of their phone, and a false positive could let a stranger peruse its contents; a false negative from a one-to-many search conducted by law enforcement could mean that the true perpetrator evades suspicion, while a false positive could mean that someone innocent is erroneously made a suspect. Different uses produce different ramifications.

Furthermore, some algorithms are only designed to detect whether a face (or person) is present in the image, not to identify who the person is. Facial recognition is one part of a broader set of capabilities that involve an algorithm assessing a face, such as gender, age, or ethnicity classification and affect classification, otherwise described as how a system attempts to assess the emotional state, attentiveness, or other cognitive attributes about the subject. This article refers to “facial recognition technologies” as a class of technologies that include face detection, face identification, and affect analysis, and clarifies distinct capabilities where the additional specificity is needed.

**Commercial Uses of Facial Recognition Technologies**

Private entities in a range of sectors are deploying facial recognition technologies to identify customers or authenticate their identity, as well as for a host of amorphous security uses. Retailers are using facial recognition to identify past or potential shoplifters. Vendors like FaceFirst promote their wares with splashy taglines like “ready to reduce your in-store violence by up to 91%?”

---

30 Id.
31 Id.
32 My reasoning follows AI expert Meredith Whitaker’s in her written testimony to the House Oversight Committee: “In this testimony I use the broad term “facial recognition” to include a range of technical capabilities, including face detection (recognizing a face in an image), facial identification and verification (recognizing a single face, and distinguishing it from others), and facial analysis (inferring demographics, identity, and interior traits based on face data). While these constitute discrete capabilities that are often treated separately within the AI research field, the deployment of these tasks raises shared concerns. These functions are also often linked or packaged together, as when facial analysis is sold as an “add-on” to facial recognition products. Furthermore, many systems for facial analysis are trained on the same datasets used to develop facial recognition and face-detection systems, meaning that bias and limitations from those datasets can affect performance on all tasks.” *Hearing on Facial Recognition Technology, supra* note 13 (written testimony of Meredith Whitaker, Co-Founder, AI Now Inst. NYU).
and promises to “prevent retail crime” by comparing shoppers’ images against “vast databases of criminals.”35 FaceFirst refused to reveal its clients, but stores like Walmart, Macy’s, Lowes,36 and Saks Fifth Avenue37 have reportedly deployed facial recognition systems in their stores at various points in time, and the use of facial recognition in the retail sector remains widespread. Drugstores and grocery stores38 are also deploying facial recognition systems along with shopping malls and boutiques. Vendors may set up sharing programs between stores, so that a shopper flagged by one store might be flagged in another they’ve never frequented before.39 Casinos,40 concert venues,41 restaurants,42 hotels,43 and sports arenas44 are also adopting facial recognition systems, out of a desire

36 Lieber, supra note 33.
42 See Kate Bernot, Restaurants are Using Facial Recognition Software to Remember How You Like Your Burger, THE TAKEOUT (June 29, 2018), https://thetakeout.com/restaurants-are-using-facial-recognition-software-to-re-1827237920 [https://perma.cc/U3VN-4GP7].
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to spot high-paying customers, make providing their service more efficient, or
to identify “persons of interest.” Hospitals are using facial recognition systems
to verify patients, landlords to verify tenants, and airlines to verify passengers. Systems that attempt to infer intent or ability from external emotional
expressions are being tested in schools, used in hiring tools, and deployed with
real-time surveillance systems, such as a program intended to predict likely
shoplifters.

The range of establishments deploying facial recognition systems is enor-
mos, and they often don’t clearly disclose their use of the technology. In other
cases, opting out may be impracticable or impossible, or the location is one
that cannot be avoided, such as a hospital or an airport. Unscrupulous image
collection practices make it even more difficult to avoid having your face wind
up in a database, as companies and researchers are scraping photographs from
sources like Twitter and Facebook.

IBM, for example, released a diverse dataset intended for public use but built the dataset in part with pictures taken from


47 Brown, supra note 16.


the photo-sharing site Flickr without the subjects’ consent. Until NBC News reported on the state of affairs and built an accompanying search tool, there was no way for Flickr users to determine if their photographs had even been used, knowledge they would have to have in order to opt out of those uses.

**Government Uses of Facial Recognition Technologies**

Government uses of facial recognition technologies are often even more coercive and surreptitious than commercial ones, and often have more severe implications due to the authority the governmental entity might have, and the context in which the technology is used. Some cities, like Detroit, have attempted to deploy facial-recognition cameras widely specifically to “deter crime,” including in public housing. Simply walking around in Detroit, or being in an economic circumstance that requires you to rely on public housing, could be enough for your face to wind up in a database, available for perusal by the police. The use of facial recognition by police departments has spread rapidly, with one estimate placing the facial recognition market for federal, state and local law enforcement at $375 million by 2025, up from $136.9 million in 2018. A landmark report by the Center on Privacy & Technology at Georgetown Law in 2016 placed its “conservative” estimate for how many police departments were using facial recognition at one in four. Law enforcement agencies use them for both investigation and surveillance, including searching

---


53 Id.


video footage, monitoring or tracking people in real time, track specific individuals in real time, and attempting to identify suspects.59

State and local police departments also aren’t the only government agencies relying on facial recognition. Federal agencies like Immigrations and Customs Enforcement have searched for immigrants to deport using state drivers’ license databases, including states that permit immigrants to obtain those licenses regardless of immigration documentation.60 The Government Accountability Office reported in 2019 that 21 states and the District of Columbia allow federal agents to scan their driver’s license databases, and the FBI61 collectively has access to more than 641 million face photographs across a range of government databases.62

Child-Specific Uses of Facial Recognition Technologies

Young people experience many of the uses of facial recognition that adults are subjected to, such as companies scraping photographs from social media to build facial recognition databases, or using the technology on photos that users upload. They also experience real-time surveillance, such as the systems used to monitor large spaces like a shopping mall, and anywhere else the technology is deployed where children might happen to be, whether alone or accompanied by an adult. Children and teenagers with iPhones might use the device’s facial recognition verification systems to unlock their phones;63 teenagers with bank accounts might use a mobile banking application’s facial recognition verification system. In 2019, the Georgetown Center on Privacy & Technology found that the New York Police Department had been comparing crime scene images to databases of juvenile mugshots, some taken from children as young as 11

---

59 See Ferguson, supra note 18, at 9-15.
62 Harwell, supra note 60; Facial Recognition Technology Hearings, supra note 49, at 6 (statement of Neema Singh Guliani, Senior Legis. Couns., ACLU).
years old, for four years. General uses of facial recognition systems might supplement child-specific uses, such as the watch list scanned by the Texas City school system’s facial recognition technology, which was supplemented with pictures from social media and Ring doorbell cameras.

But children are also subjected to uses of facial recognition technology that are specific to them. The use of facial recognition systems in schools has become more prevalent as the technology has grown cheaper, and concerns about gun violence drive schools to seek whatever solutions available to them to keep children safe, including surveilling the students they’re trying to protect. While the wisdom of turning to surveillance to combat a surfeit of guns is misguided, the existence of the surveillance remains. The service that the Lockport, New York school system attempted to implement, for example, would have enabled school officials to track students’ movements around campus after their picture had been uploaded to the database. Proponents argued that being able to recognize anyone who isn’t permitted to be on school property will keep students safer, without grappling with the impact to the students’ privacy, free expression, and intellectual development of constant surveillance, nor the implications for students of color whom the technology may wrongly identify. Face-Six, the Israeli facial recognition company that supplied an after-school center in Bloomington, Indiana, with its facial recognition system, promotes the same system for use in prisons; AnyVision, the Israeli company that sold a facial recognition system

---

64 Goldstein & Watkins, supra note 8.


67 Letter from John A. Curr III, Western Regional Office Director, NYCLU, to Mary Ellen Elia, Comm’r, N.Y. State Educ. Dept. (June 18, 2018) (on file with the NYCLU).

68 Simonite & Barber, supra note 65 (“It’s a very, very efficient way of monitoring a group of people” says the IT director for the Putnam City, Oklahoma school district).

69 Harwell, supra note 66.
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to the Putnam City and Texas City school districts, has also supplied the Israeli army with the technology to be used at army checkpoints in the West Bank.70

Other child-centric organizations have implemented facial recognition systems out of a desire to protect children by surveilling them. Summer camps have begun to use facial recognition systems as well, both for intended safety reasons and to provide parents with pictures of their children.71 A company called FaceFirst offers customers the capability to “capture photographs of potential victims” of kidnapping and human trafficking, specifically children, “from a safe distance,”72 and claims to be able to prevent bias based on age, race and gender.73 While the company’s intentions are likely good, the implications of selling a facial recognition product that people can point at strange children are dangerous for the privacy and safety of those children, particularly given the risk of over-anxious intervenors wrongly suspecting children in mixed-race families.74

Another company, Clearview AI, has reportedly been used to identify pictures of underage victims of sex trafficking on social media.75 In some cases, a child’s own parents might be surveilling them. Closeli nanny cams, for example, include by facial-recognition capabilities.76 In a world where people of all ages cannot easily escape facial surveillance, children are often subjected both to general-purpose uses of these technologies, and child-specific forms out of misguided attempts to keep them safe.

FACIAL RECOGNITION’S HARM

Facial recognition systems are being deployed across the gamut of possible sectors, and on all kinds of people. The ubiquity of these technologies makes the

70 Simonite & Barber, supra note 65.
73 Our Commitment to Personal Privacy, FACEFIRST, https://www.facefirst.com/privacy-commitment/ [https://perma.cc/CNW7-LF9X].
75 Hill & Dance, supra note 3.
76 What’s Closeli?, CLOSELI, https://www.closeli.com/ [https://perma.cc/GZP3-PMN8]. It is also worth noting that in the case of this particular company, Closeli explicitly markets their camera for use on children, as demonstrated by the home page that suggests the product may be used “by Mom and Dad” to record children after they come home from school, and note that the product offers “optional facial tracking” so that the product “[k]nows the difference between your kids and that car in the background.” Yet, its privacy policy claims that the company “will not knowingly collect personal information from children under 18” (emphasis added), which seems improbable at best.
threats they pose to privacy, free expression, safety, and fundamental fairness. Facial recognition technologies have concerning implications given their lack of accuracy for certain demographic groups, including children, and the particularly severe consequences that the privacy invasions they inflict will have on vulnerable young people. But the harms that facial recognition technologies enable are not unique to the populations for whom those technologies are inaccurate—the erosion of practical obscurity and cheap surveillance of scores of people threatens freedom for everyone.

To demonstrate how facial recognition’s harms are distributed and why a comprehensive ban is preferable to a child-specific ban, I’ve distinguished quasi-universal harms, shared harms, and child-specific harms. These categories are overly simplistic, but useful for illustrating the value of a comprehensive ban, and why a child-specific ban is neither sufficient nor coherently defensible. I refer to broadly applicable harms as “quasi-universal” because unlike errors tied to an immutable characteristic, these are harms are theoretically capable of being experienced by anyone (though in practice they are disproportionately dispersed among certain groups, particularly people of color, women of color, and the poor). Shared harms are the harms that are felt by demographic groups in addition to children, but not capable of being universally experienced due to being tied to immutable characteristics apart from youth that the entire population does not share, such as race and gender. Child-specific harms are not unique to them, but may be uniquely severe in some ways for them due to their developmental vulnerabilities and the disproportionate effects that experiencing facial recognition’s harms early in their lives may have.

**Quasi-Universal Harms**

Facial recognition’s most dangerous attribute—that it enables unavoidable, dragnet surveillance of law-abiding activity on a massive scale—helps explain why its harms to privacy, free expression, and due process are so broadly felt. As one example, more than 227 million Americans held driver’s licenses in 2019, and at least 26 states permit law enforcement to run facial recognition searches on those databases. The landmark Georgetown report estimated in 2016 that as many as one in two Americans have had their photos searched in that way. As both cameras and facial recognition technologies grow cheaper and more advanced, more institutions have begun to implement various forms of the technology, the surveillance becomes harder to eschew. If you have a drivers’ license, walk around a public place monitored by cameras, or use social media, your face is most likely in a facial recognition database (with or without your knowledge).

---


78 GARVIE ET. AL., *supra* note 17, at 2.

79 *Id.*
Other privacy risks are similar to those created by other biometrics, such as fingerprints, palm prints, or irises, but are still not quite as severe as the implications of facial recognition. Photographs are used far more widely for identification, allowing the creation of databases from photographs collected for different purposes. As one example, no one is posting pictures of their palm prints on Facebook—they’re posting pictures of their faces. Facial recognition can be used to quickly review faces in large crowds in a way that iris recognition, palm-print recognition, and fingerprint recognition cannot be.80

Facial recognition technologies are particularly corrosive of practical obscurity, the effect of realistic constraints such as cost, feasibility, volume, and even the fallibility of human memory on the functional availability, and thus privacy implications, of ostensibly available information.81 Facial recognition searches and surveillance erode the barriers of practical obscurity by enabling the searcher or watcher to connect a physical face to a name and list of facts about the subject, and then combine photographic databases that were compiled under different circumstances. Woodrow Hartzog and Evan Selinger have written extensively about how facial recognition’s threat to practical obscurity makes it a uniquely dangerous surveillance technology,82 and as they point out,83 the invasions that facial recognition technologies enable make the previous assumptions one could make about privacy in public obsolete. The risk assumed by simply venturing into the public square is categorically different when law enforcement is able to cheaply, quickly, and quietly identify you on the spot, even when you have had no previous contact with law enforcement whatsoever.

80 Your irises, like your face, do not change meaningfully over the course of your life, except in the case of some diseases; but among other things, it is far easier to hide your eyes in a crowd than it is to hide your entire face. Garvie et al., supra note 17, at 10; Adam Czajka et al., How to Teach an Iris Scanner That the Eye It’s Looking at Is Dead, IEEE Spectrum (Aug. 29, 2019, 3:00 PM), https://spectrum.ieee.org/biomedical/imaging/how-to-teach-an-iris-scanner-that-the-eye-its-looking-at-is-dead [https://perma.cc/GDR4-7HVP].

81 See Evan Selinger & Woodrow Hartzog, Obscurity and Privacy, in ROUTLEDGE COMPANION TO PHILOSOPHY OF TECHNOLOGY 1, 2 (Joseph Pitt & Ashley Shew eds. 2014), https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2439866 [https://perma.cc/N5CE-A55S] (“Obscurity is the idea that information is safe—at least to some degree—when it is hard to obtain or understand . . . When information is hard to understand, the only people who will grasp it are those with sufficient motivation to push past the layer of opacity protecting it.”).
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By relying on photos taken in a range of circumstances, facial recognition systems collapse contextual distinctions that are a crucial component of privacy. Law enforcement systems run comparison searches on mugshot photos (meaning that the subject may not have been convicted of a crime), photos from drivers’ licenses, and photos from social media, while the algorithms they’re relying on have likely been trained on pictures obtained without the subjects’ consent. Simply put, photographs are collected and disseminated for all kinds of reasons that may implicate very different parts of a person’s life.

This context collapse is only likely to accelerate. The race to improve facial recognition algorithms by training them on larger and more diverse datasets has incentivized researchers and companies to obtain as many useable photographs as they can through whatever means they can. One notorious company, Clearview AI, enables users to take a picture of someone, upload it, and quickly access publicly available photos of that person scraped from millions of websites, along with links to where those pictures were originally found. As facial recognition technologies become even cheaper and easier to use, and the social norms around their use continue to evolve, the boundaries between how the pictures were made available and how researchers, companies, and the government will use them will only crumble faster.

Attempts to infer personal attributes or emotions from someone’s facial expression also invite privacy invasions and discrimination. The long and ugly history of pseudoscientific attempts to connect physical appearance to mental and moral aptitude will not be improved or corrected by incorporating those methods into algorithms. Systems that promise to “assess criminality” or assess a job applicant’s candidacy for the position will only reify existing inequality by providing a supposedly scientific justification for discrimination. Studies have found that not only are the claims made by the companies selling emotional analysis products unsupported, but that these systems introduce an additional form of racial bias by misinterpreting the facial expressions of Black people, generally providing them with more negative scores on average than people of other ethnicities. As fairness in machine learning expert Meredith Whitaker

84 See Selinger & Hartzog, supra note 81, at 3-4.
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noted in testimony before the House of Representatives, emotional analysis technologies are being deployed in all sorts of contexts where erroneous assessments could limit the life opportunities and well-being of the subject, from assessing job candidates, to attempting to gauge a patient’s pain, discerning which shoppers are most likely to shoplift, determining which students in a classroom are paying attention, or assessing someone’s sexuality.  

Facial recognition technologies also threaten free expression. As Neil Richards has written about at length, intellectual privacy is a necessary condition for the exercise of the mental autonomy that free expression protections are intended to facilitate. Without the ability to think, write, and communicate in private, we self-censor and choose not to experiment with ideas that risk eliciting social, legal, or physical consequences. As Richards puts it, “surveillance inclines us to the mainstream and the boring.”

The knowledge that law enforcement is capable of quickly and cheaply identifying people in a crowd can deter political protest, as people may be correctly afraid of reprisals. People may be concerned about having their photos collected and used to identify them in real life, which may prevent them from using social media to connect with family, friends, readers, audiences for products they create, and others. The inability to preserve anonymity in public and on the internet corrodes the ability of anyone afraid of having their identity used against them to speak freely.

Nor are such fears irrational. In the 2016 Georgetown report examining how facial recognition technologies are used by law enforcement, only one of the fifty-two law enforcement agencies they examined had a use policy that expressly prohibited officers from using them to track people engaged in “political, religious, or other protected speech.”
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nia found that the Baltimore Police Department used facial recognition to identify protestors in real time, and in 2018, the Secret Service also began testing a facial recognition system in the public areas around the White House in order to help it identify “known subjects of interest.” More recently, police in Delhi used facial recognition software to screen crowds at a rally for Prime Minister Modi; in Hong Kong, law enforcement authorities have access to facial recognition technology that can identify protestors, many of whom took to covering their faces for that very reason. Surveillance of political protestors is a shameful tradition that is no less harmful via digital methods than it is through analog ones. The threats that facial recognition poses to the democratic rights of free assembly, expression, and political dissent are concrete, severe, and broadly applicable.

Facial recognition technologies also threaten components of due process that are fundamental to how the American criminal justice system is intended to work. Simply by having a driver’s license, Americans could be included in a law enforcement database that an officer or agent could use to search for possible
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suspects of a crime. The possibility that anyone may be subject to suspicion invites what can accurately, if somewhat dramatically, be described as tyranny: individualized suspicion is a key law enforcement constraint and pillar of our criminal justice system, and it is undermined by technology that, in the words of the Georgetown experts who conducted the landmark 2016 study, enrolls you in a “perpetual line-up.”

A false positive can endanger someone’s freedom or even their life—after facial recognition technology misidentified Muslim activist Amara K. Majeed as a suspect in the Sri Lanka Easter bombings, she received death threats and her family members in Sri Lanka were harassed by the police, even after the FBI put out a public statement correcting its mistake. The South Wales police department stored the records of 2,297 people after misidentifying them, reporting a jaw-dropping false positive rate of 92%.

The use of facial recognition systems by law enforcement is also subject to little oversight or quality control. Law enforcement officials often do not confine themselves to using only the high-quality images that facial recognition algorithms are designed to identify. A recent report by the Georgetown Center on Privacy & Technology found that at least a half-dozen police departments across the country are comparing forensic sketches to facial recognition databases when the officers don’t have a photograph of the suspect, despite the fact that sketches are of far too low a quality to provide an accurate result. The report also found that police departments have used photos of celebrities, or edited the photos of suspect photographs, adding additional potential for error and arbitrary results.

Human review is a common and popular proposed check on algorithmic decision-making systems, the idea being that if the machine’s assessment is always tempered by a human being’s corrective analysis, the human being should be able to catch the machine’s mistakes. But automation bias, the tendency of human beings to trust the judgment of computers over their own without a rational basis to do so, makes this a less effective check that facial recognition defenders tend to claim.

Furthermore, while police departments often claim that facial recognition searches are never relied upon as determinative evidence for an arrest, those
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claims seem dubious. In Detroit, Julian-Borchak Williams was wrongfully arrested for larceny that he did not commit, based on his erroneous identification by a facial recognition algorithm—the first known case of its kind.\(^{112}\) While Mr. Williams’ case is the first known example of facial recognition technology being the direct basis for a wrongful arrest, it is highly unlikely to be the only example that exists. After Mr. Williams’ story was reported by the New York Times, the Detroit police chief described the facial recognition system his department has relied on as misidentifying suspects “96% of the time.”\(^{113}\) In Florida, for example, the New York Times found that in a few cases where officers used facial recognition to locate a suspect, documents indicated that there was no other evidence.\(^{114}\) State laws vary as to what methods and materials law enforcement are required to disclose to the defendant, and states often refuse to disclose their use of facial recognition, instead referring vaguely to facial recognition searches as “investigative means” or “attempt[s] to identify.”\(^{115}\) In New York, the attorneys for a man arrested for theft argued that there was no probable cause to arrest their client beyond the facial recognition search that NYPD officers ran of an image of their client, only months after NYPD Commissioner wrote in the New York Times that a match would never be used as the sole basis for arrest.\(^{116}\) The Bronx DA’s office claimed that the match was not the sole basis for the probable cause to arrest, and also argued that it was not required to disclose information about how the technology had been used.\(^{117}\) On the day of the trial, the office lowered the charges from a felony to a misdemeanor with time served, which an observer might conclude was related to concerns that a judge might agree with the defense’s arguments and the NYPD’s use of facial recognition could be subjected to unwanted scrutiny.\(^{118}\) This would not be an implausible tactic, as it has previously been deployed by prosecutors’ offices to obscure their reliance on cell-site simulators.\(^{119}\)


\(^{115}\) Id.


\(^{117}\) Id.

\(^{118}\) Id.

The lack of transparency surrounding the use of facial recognition technologies by law enforcement makes the lack of standards and oversight all the more concerning for individual civil liberties. The 2016 Georgetown study, *Perpetual Line-Up*, found that only four of the fifty-two law enforcement agencies surveyed had any kind of publicly available policy concerning their use of facial recognition. Law enforcement agencies are cagey about their use of this technology, admitting its existence, but providing limited information in response to public records requests. Facial recognition technology vendors like Amazon even use non-disclosure agreements with law enforcement to keep its use of the technology from the public. Surveys of public defenders have also illustrated that prosecutors frequently fail to disclose necessary information about law enforcement use of facial recognition technologies, which the ACLU has argued are often unconstitutional violations of defendants’ *Brady* rights. There are few quality controls or oversight mechanisms over law enforcement uses of facial recognition databases, meaning that errors may go undetected and uncorrected.

The damage that facial recognition technologies inflict on privacy, free expression, and due process affects us all, and should not be taken lightly. Even if facial recognition technology weren’t fraught with biased accuracy problems or deployed with sloppy haphazardness that raises the likelihood of errors, it would still pose a severe threat to democratic values working exactly as intended.

**Shared Harms**

Facial recognition technologies inflict what can be described as quasi-universal harms by virtue of the fact that they are a dragnet surveillance tool—one with a picture in a government database, who posts a picture on a commercial internet service, or ventures outside in public with their face uncovered is implicated. The term “universal” risks implying that the harms of facial recognition are equally dispersed when they are not—populations that were already more vulnerable to surveillance and over-policing are much more susceptible. I use it to distinguish the category of harms that, theoretically, could affect the vast majority of the population, from facial recognition’s accuracy problems with different demographic groups, which are not universal in the same way.

Facial recognition technologies are all the more damaging because they do not perform with equal accuracy for different demographic groups. A range of studies show that facial recognition algorithms are less accurate for people with
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darker skin, women, transgender and non-binary individuals, the elderly, and (as will be discussed in the next section) children. Facial recognition poses specific harms for each of the demographic groups for whom it performs poorly.

The life cycle of the development and use of a facial recognition system creates a number of junctures that researchers have posited could be responsible for inaccuracies based on race, gender, and age, including composition of the datasets of face images used to train facial recognition algorithms and the composition of the datasets used as benchmarks. A dataset that contains faces that are mostly white, middle-aged men will establish its criteria for how to evaluate faces according to the samples in that set, meaning that such an algorithm would likely be more accurate for those faces, and less so for others. As an example, a recent National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) study that evaluated 189 algorithms from 99 different developers, the study found high rates of false positives of Asian, Black, and native faces relative to white faces among U.S.-developed algorithms, whereas algorithms developed in Asian countries showed no dramatic difference in accuracy for assessments of Asian faces and white faces. While the researchers do not go so far as to claim a causal relationship, they do note that the disparity supports the idea that the diversity of the training data impacts the accuracy of the algorithm for the demographic groups it is used to identify.
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In the case of law enforcement searches, this disparity makes those groups of people more vulnerable to erroneous identification and accusation of crimes they did not commit. The 2019 NIST study found that the faces of Black women showed the highest rates of false positives in one-to-many matching—the kind of search a law enforcement official would use to attempt to identify a shortlist of suspects. In one such case, a man in Florida named Willie Lynch is appealing an eight-year prison sentence after the Jacksonville Sheriff’s Office identified him using facial recognition, despite the fact that he was never permitted to see the four other “possible matches” that the system identified. Lynch is Black, supporting the likelihood that the system erroneously identified him—the system only reported a likelihood of “one star” that the assessment was correct, and the analyst running the test was not even aware of how many “stars” were available. Mr. Williams, the man wrongfully arrested on larceny charges due to erroneous identification by the Detroit Police Department’s facial recognition system, is also Black.

The opaque use of facial recognition systems that misidentify people of color exacerbates other forms of structural racism in the criminal justice system. Black people are already the disproportionate targets and victims of unjust policing practices that endanger their lives and liberty more than other demographic groups, and the risks these technologies pose to their freedom, and to the function of a fair criminal justice system, are neither remote nor abstract. Over-policing of communities of color means that facial recognition technology is more likely to be used against them as surveillance or investigative tool. The 2019 NIST study also reported that Native American faces had the highest rate of false positives, putting them at similar risk—like Black people, Native Americans are incarcerated and killed by law enforcement at far higher rates than other demographic groups.
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that has a higher chance of misidentifying them exacerbates these racist and undemocratic structural failures. Everyone is hypothetically subject to the criminal justice system and capable of experiencing the kinds of arbitrariness and unfairness that facial recognition systems can inject—but in reality, these harms will not be dispersed equally among demographic groups.

Gender-based inaccuracies also have disturbing implications for the use of facial recognition technologies. NIST’s most recent study found that false-positives were between two to five times more likely for women than men, with a range across the particular algorithm tested, and the country of origin and age of the subject. The study found particularly high failed match rates in the mugshots of Asian and Black women, similarly putting them at risk of wrongful identification in a law enforcement search, or a search conducted by a private company for security purposes.

Inaccurate results, including higher false positive rates for women than men, are one issue. Another is flawed gender classification algorithms, namely when an algorithm is designed to assess a person’s gender by analyzing facial geometry or other metrics like skin texture. They are often not created to assess any option beyond the male-female binary. As an example, in the December 2019 NIST test of false match rates for certain age groups, researchers discarded the images for which sex was not listed as male or female, and none of the tests include a sex option beyond male or female. As Os Keyes explains in their research on automated gender recognition, most facial recognition systems that assess the gender of the subject operationalize a binary conception of gender, and ignore the existence of transgender or non-binary people entirely. This, too, can have discriminatory effects: some transgender Uber drivers have been unable to drive for the company when the app’s verification mechanism incorrectly failed to verify their identity. Incorrect assessments of someone’s gender could have inconvenient, discriminatory or dangerous implications for the subject, depending on the context. The erasure of transgender identity by coding a refusal to acknowledge it into facial recognition systems is dehumanizing and
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regressive for the transgender and non-binary people whose identities the system ignores.151

The discriminatory effects of commercial uses of facial recognition and analysis are still alarming, even when they do not immediately threaten the subject’s safety. Consider HireVue, the company that offers a job candidate screening service that employs facial analysis technology to assess actions and attributes like “vocal indications of enthusiasm,” facial expression and eye contact from job applicants.152 Aside from the fact that the service’s claims of being able to deduce enthusiasm and aptitude from facial expression, eye contact, and similar attributes is worrisomely reminiscent of 19th century physiognomy, an algorithm that cannot assess a given demographic group accurately puts candidates who belong to those groups at risk of being misinterpreted and unwittingly discriminated against in the hiring process.153 Certain commercial uses, such as surveillance of retail spaces to identify people who are likely to shoplift, can also contribute to the racial profiling of Black people that already occurs without any algorithmic help.154 Other commercial uses may pose repeated inconvenience, embarrassment, hassle, or other significant problems that cannot be accepted as an inevitable side effect.

Being unable to access one’s smartphone, bank account, or apartment is not a trivial inconvenience that people can brush aside as unfortunate wrinkles insufficient to outweigh the overall value of a service that provides additional convenience for others. The ways in which facial recognition technologies enable discrimination by poor accuracy for faces of certain demographic groups threaten the privacy, well-being, prosperity, and safety of those people simply by virtue of who they are.
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Child-Specific Harms

Young people are another group for whom facial recognition technologies are more likely to be inaccurate, and for whom the use of those technologies poses risks distinct to them on the basis of their physical characteristics. Children often have even less control over their privacy than adults do, and facial recognition surveillance frequently targets children out of misguided attempts to protect them. The chill to free expression that results from awareness of surveillance through facial recognition may also have a particularly significant impact on their emotional and intellectual development. The fact that facial recognition technologies perform less accurately for children’s faces puts them at risk when law enforcement or school security systems use the technology. Many of these harms are similarly applicable to and deeply concerning for adults, but may be even more severe for children due to their immaturity and the fact that childhood and adolescence are tremendously formative for both identity and opportunities later in life.

In some cases, facial recognition may be even more unavoidable for young people than it is for adults. Children, and to some extent adolescents, often do not have control over their movements or how parents or schools disseminate pictures of them. There is of course some basis for that—autonomy is tied to the maturity required to safely exercise it, and the law provides parents with decision-making rights over their young children in all kinds of ways. But children are being subjected to facial recognition technology in schools, at summer camp, at daycare, and in places where adults are also surveilled (like church, their apartment building, or in public). Concerns about safety in schools have helped facial recognition grow in popularity in schools, which children are, with a few exceptions, legally required to attend. Children also have their pictures taken by adults, some of whom upload them to social media without understanding the full ramifications. My objective is not to blame every parent who has ever uploaded a picture of their child—sharing pictures of one’s children is a natural instinct. But when children’s pictures are widely disseminated online,
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anyone who obtains access to them may use the photos, including for the purpose of adding pictures of children to facial recognition databases.

Ironically, children may be at particular risk of having their pictures added to facial recognition databases without their knowledge or permission out of attempts to improve facial recognition algorithms’ ability to accurately recognize them.\footnote{Kashmir Hill & Aaron Krolik, \textit{How Photos of Your Kids Are Powering Surveillance Technology}, \textsc{The N.Y. Times} (Oct. 11, 2019), https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2019/10/11/technology/flickr-facial-recognition.html [https://perma.cc/WT2F-2H9U] (“Importantly to the University of Washington researchers, MegaFace included children like Chloe and Jasper Papa. Face-recognition systems tend to perform poorly on young people, but Flickr offered a chance to improve that with a bonanza of children’s faces, for the simple reason that people love posting photos of their kids online.”).} As companies and governments try to improve their datasets and algorithms, they will focus on obtaining pictures from populations poorly represented in them, such as children or adults with darker skin.\footnote{Drew Harwell, \textit{AI Baby Monitors Attract Anxious Parents: ‘Fear is the Quickest Way to Get People’s Attention,’} \textsc{Wash. Post} (Feb. 25, 2020, 7:00 AM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2020/02/25/ai-baby-monitors/ [https://perma.cc/NZ6X-HJJF]; Sean Hollister, \textit{Google Contractors Reportedly Targeted Homeless People for Pixel 4 Facial Recognition}, \textsc{The Verge} (Oct. 2, 2019, 8:46 PM), https://www.theverge.com/2019/10/2/20896181/google-contractor-reportedly-targeted-homeless-people-for-pixel-4-facial-recognition [https://perma.cc/72YC-2W4R].} In one particularly horrifying example, the National Institute of Standards and Technology resorted to using images of children who were exploited for child pornography in order to build a sufficiently robust database of children’s faces as part of an evaluation of popular facial recognition algorithms.\footnote{Os Keyes et al., \textit{The Government is Using the Most Vulnerable People to Test Facial Recognition Software}, \textsc{Slate} (Mar. 17, 2019, 8:32 PM), https://slate.com/technology/2019/03/facial-recognition-nist-verification-testing-data-sets-children-immigrants-consent.html [https://perma.cc/CGQ3-LREM].}

Moreover, concern over children’s safety, and the broad consensus that measures intended to keep them safe are desirable, may lead to particular focus on children when it comes to uses of facial recognition technologies designed to either keep track of children or find ones in danger.\footnote{See, e.g., Ryan Mac et al., \textit{Clearview’s Facial Recognition App Has Been Used by the Justice Department, ICE, Macy’s, Walmart, and the NBA}, \textsc{Buzzfeed News} (Feb. 27, 2020, 3:43 PM), https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/ryanmac/clearview-ai-fbi-ice-global-law-enforcement [https://perma.cc/2K95-RYZY] (finding Clearview AI uses facial recognition technology in human trafficking investigations).} Amazon’s announcement that it would prohibit law enforcement use of its facial recognition service Rekognition for one year provides an example of how the dangers of facial recognition can be distinguished when it comes to deployment on children for
their purported protection.165 The company specifically exempted use by organizations to “to help rescue human trafficking victims and reunite missing children with their families.”166 Similarly, Clearview AI, which has been heavily criticized for its privacy violative services, has been quick to tout the use of its product in cases involving children,167 including investigations into child sexual exploitation.168 The horrendous nature of those crimes may seem to reduce the need for scruples when it comes to the harms of these technologies, when in fact the sensitivity of the circumstances makes their problems even more concerning. The false identification of a victim could be deeply traumatic, and the false identification of an ostensible perpetrator could lead to tremendously damaging consequences for the wrongly identified. Yet the gravity of those crimes, and the desire of all relevant stakeholders to prevent, discover, halt, and deter their occurrence, may lead to facial recognition technologies being deployed in that context with some frequency or that context being exempted from certain reforms.

Developmental Limitations

When it comes to privacy, advertising, and the ability to contract, there is a strong tradition in the law of recognizing children’s immaturity and vulnerability due to their age.169 As privacy-invasive technologies have adopted a larger and more impactful role in children’s lives, research from a range of disciplines including sociology, media studies, and engineering has examined children and adolescents’ privacy attitudes and coping strategies.170 Given the relative newness of facial recognition technologies (and most likely, the necessary logistical
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difficulties involved with doing ethical research on children), only a few studies focus on the impact of facial recognition specifically, and more research is sorely needed. Until then, research on young people’s attitudes about online privacy risks are instructive given how companies scrape pictures from the internet to fuel facial recognition databases, while research about their reactions to real-time video surveillance can inform how they may react to those uses of facial recognition and analysis.\textsuperscript{171}

In terms of broader privacy attitudes and perceptions, studies have found that children have a range of perspectives and capacities to comprehend privacy risks, but tend to focus more on interpersonal privacy violations, such as if a parent can view something they’ve posted, rather than on privacy invasions by corporations or the government.\textsuperscript{172} For example, a 13-year-old in one study explained that she considered Facebook to be public and Twitter private, because she knew that her peers maintained Facebook accounts and would see what she posted, when that was less likely to be true of Twitter.\textsuperscript{173} Young people have privacy concerns, but may not be as concerned about corporate exploitation, including the collection and use of any photos they post by companies, and are less able to accurately gauge comparative risks. Young children also struggle with correctly assessing different types of privacy risks, such as the importance of not disclosing sensitive information publicly as opposed to correctly evaluating privacy risks.\textsuperscript{174} A poor understanding of the nuances of various privacy risks makes children vulnerable to their privacy being exploited online, including by having the pictures they post collected and used in facial recognition databases. The relative popularity with young people of social media platforms that focus on user-posted photos and videos, like TikTok, Instagram, and Snapchat, also gives the companies operating those applications and any third parties they share data with frequent opportunities to collect images of children’s faces.\textsuperscript{175}
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This disproportionate focus on interpersonal privacy and lack of understanding of corporate (or governmental) surveillance also extends to teenagers.\(^{176}\) A lack of awareness of how their data is being collected combined with a desire to connect with their peers on social media can also make young people vulnerable to having their photos collected for a facial recognition database simply because they wanted to communicate with their friends. In fact, one study of teenagers’ privacy perceptions and concerns found that while the teens tended to report a general concern about being identified by data collected from them, they failed to accurately gauge the risks of disclosing information themselves, including photographs.\(^{177}\)

Children and teens being unaware that using Facebook to bond with their friends puts them at risk of their pictures being shared with law enforcement\(^ {178}\) is precisely why we have consumer protection, criminal, and other doctrines in various areas of law that create allowances for immaturity. There are compelling reasons why this kind of commercial surveillance cannot be fairly attributed to informed assumption of the risk for adults in many circumstances. But it is particularly unconscionable for companies to take advantage of young people whose decision-making capabilities make them even more poorly equipped to protect themselves from commercial and governmental intrusion.

Conversely, awareness of surveillance also has repercussions for young people distinct from ignorance or confusion. When teenagers are aware and concerned about online surveillance, some choose not to participate in online activity, such as by refraining from using social media altogether or otherwise modifying their online behavior.\(^ {179}\) While abstention would shield them from privacy invasions, it also prevents them from bonding with their peers online, which is an increasingly substantial component of many adolescent social interactions.\(^ {180}\) A study by Alice Marwick and danah boyd of teenagers from low-

\(^{176}\) Marwick & Boyd, supra note 4, at 1056.

\(^{177}\) Zhao et al., supra note 174, at 2.

\(^{178}\) Hill, supra note 51.

\(^{179}\) Alice Marwick et al., “Nobody Sees It, Nobody Gets Mad”: Social Media, Privacy, and Personal Responsibility Among Low-SES Youth, SOC. MEDIA + SOC’Y 1, 5 (2017).

\(^{180}\) Joanna C. Yau & Stephanie M. Reich, “It’s Just a Lot of Work”: Adolescents’ Self-Presentation Norms and Practices on Facebook and Instagram, 29 J. OF RES. ON ADOLESCENCE 196, 196 (noting the prominence of social media in adolescent social norms and the importance of social media for “identity exploration and construction”).
income backgrounds found a range of privacy awareness, savviness, and concerns, including a general awareness that whatever information they post online can have reputational or professional ramifications for them later in life. They also observed a heavy undercurrent of victim-blaming for privacy violations.181

Similarly, researchers who examined how adolescents’ approach to self-presentation on social media impacts their identity formation documented scrupulous self-awareness in spaces where adolescents knew it was likely their peers could see what they posted, as opposed to anonymous formats like blogs where they can explore new subjects and identities without fear of criticism or rejection by peers.182 Young people use social media to bond with their peers and discover more about the world at crucial development stages, and justified fears of surveillance could limit their ability to make those relationships and seek out important information, or at the very least mold how they approach those things in ways we do not currently understand.183

Research on CCTV surveillance can be instructive for the impact real-time facial recognition surveillance may have on young people, including disparate effects based on gender and class. A UK study on students’ reactions to CCTV surveillance found that knowledge of the cameras produced a range of responses from students: for some it has a chilling effect, as they were concerned the cameras might misinterpret their actions, while others attempted to avoid the surveillance or obfuscate their conduct so that it would be misinterpreted.184 Gender and class also appeared to impact the children’s responses: children from wealthier neighborhoods noted that they had did not mind public CCTV cameras because “they weren’t doing anything wrong,”185 while girls frequently reported concerns about voyeurism and that constant surveillance facilitated a need to look “perfect.”186

Real-time monitoring of the spaces children inhabit will likely impact how they behave and how they think of themselves, and knowledge of their privacy being invaded online may have similar effects. As Livingstone et al note in their comprehensive literature review of existing research on children’s privacy perceptions and literacy, much work is left to be done on how children’s development is impacted by a lack of privacy, and the distinctions between how children respond at different ages.187 McCahill and Finn also note that further work is

181 Marwick et al., supra note 179, at 9-11.
182 Yau & Reich, supra note 180, at 206.
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186 Id. at 287.
187 See LIVINGSTONE ET AL., supra note 155.
needed on the impact of surveillance on children’s identity formation in particular. But the research that exists suggests that children’s understanding and reactions to surveillance warrants careful scrutiny of introducing surveillance into their lives for their purported benefit.

Bias and Inaccuracies

Researchers have also found that facial recognition algorithms perform less accurately on the faces of young people. The National Institute of Standards and Technology, which runs a series of periodical evaluations of facial recognition algorithms, found higher rates of false positives for children and the elderly in its most recent study, with the highest rates among those for the youngest children and the oldest adults. People aged 12-20 produced high false match rates, and the dataset did not include individuals below the age of 12. The report concluded that aging, as it changes one’s appearance over the course of decades, “will ultimately undermine automated face recognition.” It’s intuitive that an algorithm trained to verify the identity of a 12-year-old would might return a false negative on images of the child at, for example, 15, when the shape of their face that the program learned to recognize has changed.

The NIST results echo what little other work there is on the accuracy of facial recognition algorithms on young faces. A 2019 study tested eight facial recognition systems and found that they performed more poorly for children than adults on both one-to-one and one-to-many searches. An earlier study found that age variation—the age of the subject in the probe image compared to the age of the subject in the database image—heavily impacted the accuracy of facial recognition algorithms used on children, particularly younger children. While much more work is needed, evaluations of how facial recognition algorithms assess children have generally shown that the existing systems are often inaccurate for young faces.
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Inaccurate facial recognition systems that make it more likely for young people to become erroneously involved in a law enforcement investigation pose severe risks to young people, particularly young people of color, given how contact with the criminal justice system can threaten their current and future well-being, health, educational and professional prospects, and freedom. In 2019, the Georgetown Center on Privacy & Technology obtained records demonstrating that the NYPD had been using thousands of juvenile mug shots in a facial recognition database in order to compare them to crime scene images, including children as young as 11.194 The decision to use the system on mug shot images of children and teens was approved by the NYPD’s legal department, but was not disclosed to oversight authorities like the City Council, nor to the public.195 As of August 2019, there were photos of 5,500 individuals in the database, and the NYPD would not provide statistics on how often their system provided false matches.196 Furthermore, it is unclear how many other police departments are doing the same thing, as few have public-facing facial recognition policies.197 Putting children into facial recognition systems that are likely to misidentify them puts them at risk of being wrongly accused of a crime. At the same time, systemic problems like the failure of procedural protections for young people and the need for children to make crucial legal decisions without an attorney can make it harder for them to defend themselves and emerge from the encounter unscathed.198

These risks are far more dire for children of color. Black youth are a cataclysmic 500% more likely to be detained or committed than their white peers,199 and they are more likely to be sent to adult prisons and receive longer sentences than their peers, even when accounting for the type of offense.200 This puts them further at risk, as youth who are tried as adults and sent to adult prisons are more likely to commit suicide in jail, exhibit psychiatric symptoms, and re-offend upon release.201 While there is scant, if any, research on how facial recognition algorithms assess children of color specifically, the inability of these systems to assess adults with darker skin and children makes it more likely that there would be additional errors in evaluating children of color.

194 Goldstein & Watkins, supra note 8.
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198 See AM. CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION ET AL., A CALL TO AMEND THE OHIO RULES OF JUVENILE PROCEDURE TO PROTECT THE RIGHT TO COUNSEL 2-3 (2006).
201 Id. at 4.
These mutually reinforcing risk factors for children of color in particular also illustrate why the use of facial recognition systems in schools is so corrosive. While the understanding that their movements are being surveilled in real time will likely have chilling effects on the intellectual and emotional development of all children, inaccurate assessments of children of color could help exacerbate the school-to-prison pipeline, or the effects of a punitive approach to school discipline that results in higher arrest and incarceration rates for the children subject to it, particularly poor children and children of color.202

EXISTING LAWS ARE INSUFFICIENT

Were any of the existing legal protections designed to guard against the harms identified adequate to mitigate them, a full ban on the use of facial recognition technologies might not be necessary. But even as certain applicable laws present narrow potential remedies, none of them are sufficient to tackle the dangers that facial recognition technologies present for individual groups and for society as a whole. Inapt definitions, underenforcement by regulators of laws that lack private rights of action, and the difficulty of making private rights of action meaningful avenues for vindicating privacy violations are common threads throughout relevant privacy laws, civil rights laws, and children’s privacy laws.203 None of these protections have been sufficient to guard against the dangers of facial recognition so far, and even where specific laws could help correct a narrow part of the problem, there is no reasonable case to be made that the existing laws in our system will be capable of tackling every part of the problem.

Quasi-Universal Harms: Comprehensive & Sectoral Privacy Protections

American privacy laws have been broadly decried as overly permissive, overly procedural, and ill-equipped to grapple with the realities of modern technology,204 critiques that are robustly applicable to the use of facial recognition technologies by both companies and the government. The United States lacks a comprehensive, federal consumer privacy law, and the sector-specific federal consumer privacy laws it has often fail to reach the most problematic practices,

202 See Amy G. Halberstadt et al., Preservice Teachers’ Racialized Emotion Recognition, Anger Bias, and Hostility Attributions, 54 CONTEMP. Educ. PSYCHOL. 125, 128 (2018) (discussing research reporting that teachers are more likely to perceive faces of Black children as angry than faces of white children).
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or are under-enforced by regulators. A robust lobbying industry funded by enormously wealthy tech companies makes it difficult for tougher privacy laws to be enacted at the state or federal levels, and the combination of few applicable laws and laws that aren’t robustly enforced when they do apply has created terrible incentives for companies to violate people’s privacy.

The United States also lacks a consumer agency focused exclusively on technology and privacy, relying instead on the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), state Attorneys General, and a few other federal agencies to regulate and enforce consumer privacy laws. Both the FTC and the state Attorneys General have unfairness and deceptive practices authorities that they use to curb dangerous privacy and data security practices when a more sector-specific authority does not apply.

While at least partially attributable to a lack of sufficient legal authorities and resources, the FTC has done an uneven job at protecting Americans’ privacy, including its oversight of facial recognition technologies. As an example, the FTC found that Facebook made it impossible for some users to opt out of facial recognition technology being used on the photographs they posted on the platform, and the agency included that finding in its 2019 settlement with Facebook for its alleged violations of a 2012 consent order. The failure to allow some users to opt out of having facial recognition used on them was one of a long series of allegations concerning the company’s providing data from millions of people to Cambridge Analytica, resulting in Facebook agreeing to monitoring
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requirements and a five-billion-dollar fine. The lack of meaningful injunctive relief and the paucity of the fine relative to Facebook’s coffers led to widespread criticism of the settlement, and of the specific and general incentives it created. One can find few clearer indictments of the perverse incentives that weak enforcement has created than the fact that the day the settlement was first reported, Facebook’s stock went up. The FTC has provided guidance on best practices for the use of facial recognition technologies, but has not brought any enforcement cases involving facial recognition other than the Facebook settlement, despite a number of detailed requests for the agency to investigate various companies brought by various consumer groups over the years. The guidance also does not address potential biases, due process problems, or free expression concerns.


The FTC has also tended to focus its privacy enforcement on its deception authority, which can be a somewhat weak tool against abusive practices. Prohibiting deceptive practices makes lying about data practices illegal, but not the practices themselves.\textsuperscript{217} In contrast, the FTC’s unfairness authority forbids companies from engaging in practices that cause “substantial” injury to consumers that the consumer could not easily avoid and that is not “outweighed by any countervailing benefits to consumers or competition.”\textsuperscript{218} The authority that makes a normative claim about the value and harms of the practice, not simply whether the company has lied about its deployment, would seem to be a better fit to meaningfully curb the use of facial recognition technologies, though the FTC tends to rely more heavily on its deception authority and thus might be less likely to act on such a theory.\textsuperscript{219}

The effects of inadequate consumer privacy laws on how facial recognition technologies are used are not limited to the consumer sphere: a lack of consumer guardrails also make more data available for law enforcement perusal, and normalizes invasive uses of these technologies by the police.\textsuperscript{220} Even more concretely, companies that supply law enforcement with technology are subject to the perverse incentives of an underregulated marketplace just as other companies are.\textsuperscript{221} Clearview AI was privately urging law enforcement customers to use their product on family and friends, while publicly stating that its service was confined to on-the-job enforcement uses in its code of conduct.\textsuperscript{222}


\textsuperscript{220} See, e.g., Bruce Schneier, We’re Banning Facial Recognition. We’re Missing the Point., N.Y. TIMES (Jan. 20, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/20/opinion/facial-recognition-ban-privacy.html [https://perma.cc/BKY8-ACCF] (“Ubiquitous mass surveillance is increasingly the norm. . . . In countries like the United States, it’s being built by corporations in order to influence our buying behavior, and is incidentally used by the government.”).

\textsuperscript{221} See, e.g., Mac et al., supra note 164 (explaining that Clearview acknowledged that a public version of their product, in contrast to the current version available only to law enforcement agencies, would be more profitable).

\textsuperscript{222} Id.
Ultimately, the consumer protection laws that govern companies collecting Americans’ photographs and running facial recognition systems enable law enforcement violations of people’s privacy because law enforcement agencies frequently rely on consumer-facing products and platforms. A company like Clearview AI exists because social media and other companies that collect people’s photographs have few, if any, deletion or retention requirements, while inadequate regulations and enforcement thereof incentivize companies to exploit their customers and violate their privacy. Companies collect and hoard whatever data they can find with minimal risk of regulatory repercussions, and the databases and products they build are then available for law enforcement perusal. Facial recognition technologies, perhaps better than any other, illustrates how corporate and government data collection and use practices are often deeply intertwined, with the failure of consumer regulation fueling what law enforcement is able to access.

A few state consumer privacy laws apply to facial recognition but are limited in scope, efficacy, and jurisdiction. Three states have biometric-specific privacy laws: Illinois, Texas, and Washington, though the Washington state law does not include facial geometry in its definition of biometric identifiers, and it explicitly excludes “a physical or digital photograph, video or audio recording or data generated therefrom.” It is thus unclear, and has yet to be determined by a court, whether the Washington state law applies to the use of facial recognition. Like the Texas and Illinois statutes, the Washington law predicates its protections on consent, which is a broken paradigm particularly ill-suited for regulating technologies that people are typically unaware are being used on them at all.

224 See Barrett, supra note 205, at 1077-78.
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The Texas and Illinois statutes require private entities to provide notice and obtain consent from the data subject before collecting a biometric identifier from them, though the Texas statute is more permissive in a number of ways.\textsuperscript{230} In the Texas law, the requirement for obtaining notice and consent is limited to collection for a “commercial” purpose, consent need not be written, and unlike under the Illinois law, sale and lease of the data is permitted with consent.\textsuperscript{231} Crucially, the Texas statute is only enforceable by the state Attorney General, while the Illinois statute includes a private right of action for individuals to vindicate violations.\textsuperscript{232} The lack of private right of action, in addition to its narrower definitions, makes the Texas law a much less meaningful source of privacy protections, and has been fairly described as more “industry-friendly.”\textsuperscript{233}

These state laws, particularly the one in Illinois, are a step in the right direction, but none of them are sufficient to compensate for the remaining gaps in federal law and enforcement.\textsuperscript{234} Consent is a minimal procedural protection, and the requirement to obtain it is unlikely to limit the use and spread of facial recognition technologies absent other factors.\textsuperscript{235} The Illinois law’s private right of action and steep fines have forced companies to be more thoughtful about how they collect and use biometric identifiers in that state and have resulted in litigation significant enough for companies to take it seriously,\textsuperscript{236} but the law could benefit from more granular limitations on uses of biometrics once consent has

\textsuperscript{230} 740 ILL. COMP. STAT. 14/15 (West 2019); TEX. BUS. & COM. CODE ANN. § 503.001 (West 2019).

\textsuperscript{231} TEX. BUS. & COM. CODE ANN. § 503.001 (West 2019).

\textsuperscript{232} 740 ILL. COMP. STAT. 14/20 (West 2019); TEX. BUS. & COM. CODE ANN. § 503.001 (West 2019).


\textsuperscript{235} See Crystal Lee and Jonathan Zong, Consent is Not an Ethical Rubber Stamp, SLATE (Aug. 30, 2019, 7:30 AM), https://slate.com/technology/2019/08/consent-facial-recognition-data-privacy-technology.html [https://perma.cc/GLU6-V9GL] (“[C]licking the “accept” button often gives companies carte blanche to use your private data, and it’s frequently impossible to know where your data will go. Like the tobacco companies that preceded them, companies like Amazon and Facebook can argue that you’ve made an informed choice: You consented to their terms of service and willingly uploaded the photos, so you can’t blame them for the results.”).

been obtained. None of these state laws constrain government or law enforcement collection or use of biometric identifiers, and these state laws are, by their definition, jurisdiction-limited. Jurisdiction-limited laws can have an outsized effect when the size of the jurisdiction’s market makes multiple standards impracticable for companies, as exemplified by the impact of California’s passage of California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) and the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Illinois, however, does not appear to have had that effect. None of these biometric-centric laws obviate the need for a comprehensive ban.

Unfortunately, the laws that specifically apply to law enforcement use of facial recognition also fail to curb its use or mitigate the harms it inflicts. Scholars including Catherine Crump and Elizabeth Joh have written about how opaque police procurement policies enable the acquisition and deployment of facial recognition systems that have not been vetted or approved by oversight organizations or the public. Police departments in the San Diego area, for example, started developing and deploying a facial recognition system in 2007 without disclosing it to the public until 2013. The departments stopped using the program—tablets and devices that officers carried in the field, which would compare photographs the officer took to a centralized database—last year, with a spokesperson for the department reporting that they were unaware of the technology leading to a single successful arrest or prosecution.

Constitutional protections have also served as an inadequate check on law enforcement deployments of facial recognition technologies. The Fourth
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Amendment, intended to constrain arbitrary governmental surveillance, may limit certain uses of facial recognition, but current precedents have established few inarguable or comprehensive limitations. The Supreme Court has not ruled on whether various uses of facial recognition technology by law enforcement violate a person’s expectation of privacy such that law enforcement would be required to obtain a warrant before deploying it, though scholars like Andrew Ferguson have asserted that some applications may indeed require one under certain circumstances. Given that people are likely to be unaware of the role facial recognition played in their arrest, and that states do not always require prosecutors to disclose law enforcement use of facial recognition to defendants, people will often be unable to successfully challenge the inadequacy of the evidence used against them. Relevant constitutional protections for individuals, at least as interpreted thus far by the courts, have been manifestly inadequate at protecting people from the harms of facial recognition technologies wielded by law enforcement, and the failure of law enforcement oversight allows the dangerous carelessness with which these systems are deployed from scrutiny.

Shared Harms: Civil Rights Laws

Laws applicable to facial recognitions’ quasi-universal harms have been insufficient to prevent, deter, or mitigate them. The failure of laws that could ostensibly prevent that group of harms should alone justify a comprehensive ban, but the use of facial recognition technologies also harms a number of specific demographic groups for whom they are frequently less accurate. Like the laws governing facial recognitions’ quasi-universal harms, civil rights laws have also been inadequate to reign in the harms facial recognition inflicts for particular groups by virtue of their race, sex, gender, or age. Also similar to state and federal privacy laws, federal civil rights laws suffer both from being ill-designed to extend to the use of facial recognition technologies, and under-enforced even when they do apply.

A number of federal civil rights statutes do, nevertheless, appear to reach the discriminatory harms inflicted by facial recognition technologies. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 prohibits discrimination in employment on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, or sex, while the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 prohibits discrimination in employment on the basis
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246 Id. at 9-11; Ferguson, supra note 17, at 105 (concluding that legislative intervention is necessary to counteract the Fourth Amendment’s relative inability to provide sufficient protections against privacy invasions).
of age.\footnote{249} Both would apply to the use of facial-recognition-based hiring algorithms. Title VI prohibits discrimination in federally funded programs or activities on the basis of race or national origin,\footnote{250} while the Age Discrimination Act of 1975 prohibits discrimination on the basis of age in federally funded programs or activities,\footnote{251} both of which would appear to extend to a wide range of use of the technology.\footnote{252} Title II of the Civil Rights Act prohibits discrimination on the basis of race in public accommodations, establishments that serve the public in connection to interstate commerce, such as hotels, sports arenas, and the like.\footnote{253}

The use of facial recognition systems will almost always be a facially neutral practice, meaning that a plaintiff or regulator would need to be able to demonstrate a disparate impact on a protected class, such as race or gender.\footnote{254} But this array of civil rights protections is inadequate to guard against facial recognition’s discriminatory harms for a number of reasons—inapt definitions that are unlikely to extend to the use of facial recognition technologies, particularly with the disparate impact standard, federal hostility to civil rights enforcement, and years of the judiciary making access to redress more difficult for plaintiffs.

To start, disparate impact analysis will pose a problem for plaintiffs wishing to demonstrate that the use of facial recognition algorithms in hiring constitutes illegal discrimination under Title VII. In the case of employment, companies like HireVue have incorporated affect analysis into their screening process for job applicants: applicants record themselves responding to interview questions, and HireVue’s tool purports to assess attributes like enthusiasm and alertness from physical signals and attributes like language patterns, provided audio cues, and facial expressions.\footnote{255} Candidates can be automatically rejected by the software if their scores do not reach a certain threshold, and the potential for discrimination against populations for whom the algorithms are less likely to accurately assess, like women with darker skin,\footnote{256} is considerable. But as scholars have noted, the EEOC guidance and related case law are ill-suited to the use of discriminatory machine learning models like Hirevue’s.\footnote{257} If the outcome of the practice is predictive of future employment outcomes, it can be justified as a
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“business necessity” regardless of whether it reifies or promotes bias based on protected characteristics.258

Another area of civil rights law that could plausibly be used to mitigate the harms of facial recognition is the Fair Housing Act. The statute prohibits discrimination against any person in the provision of services or facilities in connection to the sale or rental of a dwelling,259 which could include the use of a facial recognition system to surveil residents or mandatory facial recognition-contingent locks. The Fair Housing Act also contains a mandate that the federal government and recipients of its funding “administer the programs and activities relating to housing and urban development in a manner affirmatively to further the policies of this subchapter [fair housing],” which could support the argument that installing facial recognition systems in any federally funded housing complex should be prohibited as a violation of that mandate.260 A 2015 Supreme Court decision confirmed that discriminate impact analysis could be used to demonstrate that discrimination occurred.261 But the likelihood of actual enforcement is key. The current administration has been deeply hostile to civil rights enforcement262 and is currently attempting to make it functionally impossible to bring a disparate impact claim under the Fair Housing Act.263

Finally, Title II of the Civil Rights Act prohibits discrimination on the basis of race in public accommodations, such as hotels, sports arenas, and the like.264 Places of public accommodation that deploy facial recognition systems to admit or surveil their customers, like a stadium or department store, could be denying customers of certain demographic groups “full and equal enjoyment of the goods, services, facilities, privileges, advantages, and accommodations” of the establishment.265 However, Title II only provides for injunctive relief, rather than actual damages, limiting the likelihood of its private enforcement, and does not explicitly include gender or sexual orientation as protected classes.266 Courts have not yet determined whether plaintiffs may use a disparate impact theory to...
demonstrate harm, which is how most plausible claims challenging the use of facial recognition in places of public accommodation would be likely to manifest themselves.\(^{267}\) Title II, like the other parts of the Civil Rights Act, is an imperfect tool against the broad deployment of facial recognition technologies.

Another practical constraint on the likelihood that federal civil rights laws can successfully mitigate the discriminatory harms of facial recognition is decades of judges making it harder for plaintiffs to sue. Title VI, for example, might appear to offer a broad remedy for victims of discrimination, given how many programs are funded by the federal government—including police departments that receive federal funding.\(^{268}\) But a 2001 case, *Alexander v. Sandoval*, eliminated a private right of action for its regulations based on disparate impact, meaning that the vast majority of individuals will be unable to bring a case.\(^{269}\) Enforcement of disparate impact cases, which would be the predominant if not sole makeup of facial recognition cases, is thus left to the federal government—and in this particular case, a federal government that has expressed interest in dismantling disparate impact doctrine rather than using it to vindicate civil rights.\(^{270}\)

In the case of employment, the EEOC enforces Title VII by investigating charges brought to them by individual employees, and fear of retaliation, expense, and hassle create substantial incentives against potential plaintiffs doing so.\(^{271}\) Other structural factors, like a 2001 Supreme Court case that makes it harder for private plaintiffs to recover attorney’s fees in civil rights litigation, also make private enforcement of civil rights laws more difficult.\(^{272}\) Enforcement of civil rights laws has been repeatedly and fairly described as under attack by Congress and the courts.\(^{273}\)

\(^{267}\) *Id.* at 119.


The observation that existing civil rights laws are not sufficient to guard against the full range of discriminatory harms inflicted by facial recognition technologies should not be construed as an argument against trying to use them for that purpose. But even where sector-specific arguments might prevail, other discriminatory uses will be left intact, and the combination of the Trump administration’s distaste for civil rights enforcement, and the constraints on private enforcement makes the likelihood of success too low to be a reasonable solution. Existing civil rights laws will not be enough to prevent discriminatory harms of facial recognition technologies in the full range of sectors in which they are being deployed.

Child-Specific Harms: COPPA & FERPA

Having discussed the limits of existing laws to mitigate the quasi-universal harms and discriminatory harms inflicted by facial recognition technologies, the question remains: do the relevant child-specific legal protections undermine the need for a facial recognition ban? The answer is unsurprisingly dismal. While the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act, the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act, and state student privacy laws could be applied to regulate the use of facial recognition technologies on children, they are all either limited in scope, or are currently underenforced to the point that relying on the protections they theoretically confer would be unwise.\(^\text{274}\)

The most broadly applicable law, and likely the strongest, is The Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act.\(^\text{275}\) COPPA governs private companies that collect children’s personal information, either through a service specifically directed to children, or when the company has actual knowledge that it is collecting children’s information.\(^\text{276}\) The statute and accompanying regulations require companies to provide parents with clear notice of their practices, obtain parents’ verifiable consent before collecting children’s information, allow parents to delete their children’s information, and a few other requirements and prohibitions.\(^\text{277}\)

COPPA applies to the use of facial recognition technologies on children when companies operating facial recognition programs that constitute an “online service” either direct that service to children, or in the case of a system that collects

\(^{274}\) See, e.g., Privacy Bills by State Chart, PARENT COALITION FOR STUDENT PRIVACY (Jan. 23, 2019), https://www.studentprivacymatters.org/1908-2/ [https://perma.cc/L35P-KACW] (showing that no student privacy law specifically targets facial recognition technology, and none are otherwise sufficiently stringent and applicable enough to force any kind of national limitation on the use of facial recognition technology in general); Waterstone, supra note 273, at 443-45.
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images from people in a non-child-specific setting, have actual knowledge that they are collecting facial images from children. A facial recognition system that in any way relies on cloud services, like Amazon’s Rekognition, would almost certainly constitute an “online service.” Certain programs that might be considered “directed to children” include a daycare monitoring app, a nanny cam, or a service used in a camp or a school.

In the case of general-audience uses of these technologies, companies would need to have actual knowledge that they were collecting information from children. Reasonable judgments can be made from the likely composition of who attends the place under surveillance, like a sports stadium or any other public place where children accompany their parents, and simply using the system—running pictures against an accumulated dataset in order to find a match—would likely provide the company with actual knowledge. So would communications with another party (such as between the facial recognition vendor and the entity deploying the service) that indicated awareness that images of children were being collected, promoting the service as one that would collect pictures of children to potential customers, or automated or manual assessments of images collected that determined the age of the subject. Failing to obtain verifiable consent from parents, not providing them with clear notice, or neglecting to give them an opportunity to review and delete the images, would violate COPPA. So would failing to sufficiently protect the images collected or conditioning the child’s participation in an activity, such as attending a summer camp or daycare, upon the collection of pictures of the child’s face.

Even to the extent that COPPA applies to certain uses of facial recognition technology, state Attorneys General and the FTC would have to enforce the law more vigorously for it to serve as a meaningful deterrent. Then there are COPPA’s other constraints. It only extends to children under 13, leaving 13-year-olds and older teenagers unprotected. The statute lacks a private right of
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action, leaving its enforcement the sole province of regulators with strapped resources, competing priorities, and sometimes simply a disinclination to enforce the law. And while fixing these defects would be insufficient to render COPPA a meaningful protection against the use of facial recognition technologies on children, the statute also only applies to companies under the FTC’s jurisdiction, and does not extend to law enforcement.

FERPA provides privacy protections that primarily, but not exclusively, cover children, though capacious definitions and exceptions likely make it even less effective to curb the use of facial recognition technologies on young people than COPPA. FERPA generally requires schools to obtain written parental permission before disclosing personal information from students’ educational records to third parties, such as if the school disclosed images of students’ faces or live footage of them to a company deploying a facial recognition system for the school. While schools cannot require a parent to forfeit their FERPA rights by accepting a tech company’s terms of service, the school may not always need to obtain the parent’s consent in order to collect images of students’ faces and use them in a facial recognition system. A school could designate a third-party contractor as a “school official” with a “legitimate educational interest” in the information, which the school has a worryingly wide latitude to do. FERPA’s “Health or Safety” exception also creates the possibility that the school could provide face images to law enforcement in certain circumstances.


during an emergency, such as a school shooting—precisely the kind of emergency that many schools adopting facial recognition systems have cited as their motivation for doing so. FERPA does not adequately protect children from facial-recognition-fueled surveillance.

COPPA may also provide schools and companies with additional leeway in the educational context. While FERPA is enforced by the Department of Education, companies collecting information from students in schools are also subject to COPPA, and the FTC’s guidance for distinguishing when schools may provide consent on behalf of parents may provide schools with sufficient legal cover. The FTC states that companies collecting information from children under 13 in schools may obtain consent from schools, rather than parents, when information is for the use and benefit of the school, and no commercial purpose. However, the FTC provides little guidance over what purposes are “educational” or “commercial,” and a school (or company) could argue that the use of a facial recognition system for security purposes fits the educational designation. Moreover, as noted above, schools do not have to obtain written permission when disclosing student personal information to a “school official serving a legitimate educational interest,” and schools and education tech companies have previously relied on the exception to avoid having to obtain parental consent.

More fundamentally, FERPA is even more rarely enforced than COPPA. While a school can lose its funding for a “policy or practice” of violations (not a single violation), no school ever has in the 45-year-history of the statute. FERPA also lacks a private right of action, such that its enforcement is solely determined by regulators. Even if FERPA were a better fit for the kinds of concerns that facial recognition technologies present, its relevance unfortunately
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depends on regulators deciding to do what they have never done as long as the law has been in existence.

CHILDREN’S VULNERABILITY TO FACIAL RECOGNITION SUPPORTS A COMPREHENSIVE BAN

As this article attempts to illustrate, existing legal protections that should extend to the use of facial recognition technologies are sorely insufficient to curb their use, the harms created by these technologies are widespread and severe, and they have grave implications for fundamental freedoms when used by law enforcement or by private entities. Not only is a comprehensive ban on these technologies necessary, but the harms that children experience provide an additional argument for it: young people need to be protected from invasive surveillance, chilled expression, and the dangers of errors. Further, few of the harms to children are entirely unique to them, and eradicating only those harms would be an inadequate response to facial recognition technologies’ far-reaching damage to democratic values. The severe harms to children further support a ban on the use of facial recognition technologies, but the harms to adults alone justify and necessitate it.

The Need for a Comprehensive Ban

Facial recognition technologies should be banned because they corrode privacy and due process, damage free expression, and enable dangerous discrimination, all while being difficult or impossible to avoid. Consensus has started to coalesce around the idea of regulating certain uses of facial recognition technologies, and calls for regulation have become so widespread that even the companies selling them have joined the throng. Current proposals range from procedural rules for commercial uses, procedural rules for law enforcement uses, a moratorium on its deployment in “sensitive social and political contexts,” a


comprehensive moratorium, \(^{305}\) a ban on certain uses by law enforcement, \(^{306}\) a ban on all uses by law enforcement, \(^{307}\) a ban on deployment in public housing, \(^{308}\) a ban on emotional affect detection, \(^{309}\) and a comprehensive ban on all uses. \(^{310}\)

More recently, the nationwide reckoning with racist police violence following the brutal killing of George Floyd seems to have leant additional urgency to the growing criticism of use of these technologies by law enforcement. IBM announced it would no longer offer “general purpose” facial recognition products, Microsoft announced it would not offer its services to law enforcement until there was an applicable federal law “grounded in human rights,” while Amazon announced a one-year moratorium on police use of Rekognition. \(^{311}\) The tides are shifting, and they’re shifting quickly.
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The idea of banning facial recognition outright has also grown more popular in the past few years, particularly with states and municipalities. San Francisco, Somerville, Boston, Oakland, and Berkeley have banned the use of facial recognition technology by city government, including but not limited to law enforcement. A two-year moratorium on the use of facial recognition technology in New York schools passed both houses of the state legislature and awaits the governor’s signature. California recently passed a three-year ban on law enforcement uses of facial recognition in body cameras, and a proposed ordinance in Portland, Oregon would ban the use of facial recognition by both law enforcement and private businesses. A California legislator announced plans to introduce a bill that would ban government uses of facial recognition for the next five years, while Senators Booker and Merkley introduced a bill that would ban federal uses of the technology and prohibit states and


local entities from using federal funding for it until Congress passes legislation regulating it. The goal of a comprehensive and federal ban on facial recognition may be lofty, but it is not impossible given the enormous shift in awareness and political will.

Enacting procedural rules rather than banning facial recognition is, of course, preferable to no regulation at all. But the very goal of regulation assumes that there is value to the use of these technologies that outweighs the harms they wreak. The scale, severity, and variety of harms in question, along with the limited value of the benefits, belie that conclusion. Procedural protections like notice and opt-out rights are unlikely to sufficiently curb the full breadth of harms imposed by these technologies, just as they are insufficient to curb other privacy harms. The likelihood of mission creep is also far too great. Procedural regulation is a suitable approach to conduct that has socially valuable benefits worth preserving, and social dangers that are minimal or unlikely enough that the risk of an insufficient regulatory response is tolerable. That is not the case with facial recognition technologies.

Julie Cohen’s and Ari Waldman’s critiques of the “managerialization” of privacy law help demonstrate why procedural rules would be inadequate. As they describe it, the shift of authority over what privacy regulations practically mean from judges and regulators to corporate compliance officers has reduced the substantive goals of statutory privacy protections to hollow, symbolic box-checking exercises. This shift, exacerbated by the proliferation of ambiguous standards that necessitate interpretation by corporate compliance officers, has
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diluted the substantive goals of privacy laws from providing what is necessary to ensure privacy rights are respected to providing what is sufficient to avert expensive fines.\footnote{Id. at 18-19, 37-38, 62 (“[Some privacy professionals] see privacy as one part of a compliance ecosystem focused on enhancing efficiency, speed, and productivity, while reducing the risk of debilitating fines…although consumers can benefit when companies start thinking about privacy as good for business, the value proposition is nevertheless shifted from what helps consumers to what helps corporations. When that happens, those responsible for compliance advance managerial, rather than substantive, privacy goals…merely symbolic structures are often being used to advance management goals to the detriment of consumers…Privacy law is at risk… it is undergoing a process of what Lauren Edelman called legal endogeneity, whereby systems that have the veneer of legality—paper trails, assessments and audits, internal and external policies, to name just a few—take the place of actual adherence to the law. And when these merely symbolic structures proliferate, they undermine the substantive power of the law and shift the discourse of power, all to the detriment of consumer privacy.”).} In the case of facial recognition technologies, the most likely outcome is that companies will push the boundaries of profitable products and services that fail to meaningfully protect people from any number of harms.

Privacy policies and check-the-box compliance exercises will not be sufficient to constrain the dangers of facial recognition technologies, particularly given the lack of vigorous regulatory oversight and the difficulty that privacy litigants face in the courts—that is, when the victims of privacy violations even have a private right of action that will supply them with a judicial forum.\footnote{Id. at 58-9; Cohen, supra note 194, at 535-36 (describing the track records of private litigation in vindicating privacy harms as “stunningly poor” as the result of “denial of standing, enforcement of boilerplate waivers, denial of class certification, disposal via opaque multidistrict litigation proceedings, and cy pres settlements.”).} The benefits of facial recognition technologies are far too minimal and the harms far too great to accept what Waldman describes as “a neoliberal ethos that prioritizes deregulated markets and corporate innovation over human welfare.”\footnote{Id. at 49.}

The idea of a temporary moratorium on the technology is preferable to leaky procedural rules, but tends to rest on the idea that there will ever be a time when they work equally well for all demographic groups, which may never be possible.\footnote{BOGEN & RIEKE, supra note 148.} Even in a magical world where the full range of bias problems were capable of correction, the end date of the moratorium would mean that the harms to privacy, free expression, and due process would return. Bans limited to law enforcement uses of facial recognition technologies are an excellent start, but are still insufficient given how porous the line between law enforcement and private uses often is, and the dangers of commercial uses.\footnote{“Artificial Intelligence: Social and Ethical Implications”: Hearing Before the H. Comm. On Science, Space and Tech., 116th Cong. 10-12 (2019) (written testimony of Meredith Whittaker, Co-founder and Co-director, AI Now Inst. NYU).} Mission creep is far
too likely and difficult to prevent, and abuse under opaque standards is a significant contributing factor to how these technologies currently put democratic values, like due process rights, at risk. For a class of services with severe bias problems designed with the explicit objective of making anonymity impossible, a comprehensive ban is the most appropriate response. The harms are vast and far-reaching; the response must be also.

A Child-Specific Ban is Not Sufficient, Defensible, Or Feasible

Many of the harms that are either broadly shared or shared by some demographic groups may have particularly severe consequences for children, like the potential chilling effects of surveillance on their emotional and intellectual development early on, or early exposure to the criminal justice system through inclusion in a law enforcement database. The harms that facial recognition surveillance creates may have an outsized impact on the lives of young people by virtue of the fact that their anonymity is eroded earlier in their lives, and the ramifications of any kinds of fairness implications will affect them at a time when they’re more vulnerable.

That vulnerability to facial recognition technologies merits strong privacy protections, but there is no defensible basis for stronger civil liberties protections for one demographic group that is vulnerable to discrimination through the use of the technology by virtue of who they are, but not the other groups who are similarly vulnerable. Some of the harms children experience are uniquely severe for them, but relativity is key: the harms that facial recognition technologies inflict on all groups merit a ban even without the additional severity of the harms to children. Studies have shown that facial recognition algorithms are less accurate for children’s faces, but as discussed above, those studies have also shown the failure of those algorithms to accurately assess the faces of Asian people, Black people, women, and the elderly—and many aren’t even designed to account for the existence of non-binary or trans people at all. The potential for discrimination extends to those groups as well, and while the forms of discrimination may vary, they are all concerning enough to warrant intervention.

Further, certain use cases and vulnerabilities for children as compared to other groups simply aren’t comparable in a meaningful way such that a child-limited prohibition would be defensible. Children are subject to disproportionate surveillance beyond their control given the concerns of adults for their safety, and they often have limited autonomy over their movements. The same is true for the disproportionate surveillance of residents of public housing—which, of
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course, includes children and teenagers—whose ability to protect or reject unwanted surveillance is often limited. Children surveilled in schools and adults in public housing often do not have a meaningful way to avoid face surveillance, and the privacy and freedom of the latter group should be protected just as much as the privacy and freedom of the former.

Children’s incapacity to consent to surveillance is another factor that makes it a particularly unfair intrusion into their private lives. But ultimately, children and adults alike have little control over whether facial recognition technologies are used on them. Many of the most problematic uses occur without the surveiller even attempting to obtain consent, and when consent is obtained from adults, it is almost always uninformed, if not flatly coerced. Consent to Facebook’s terms of service is not a meaningful indication of knowing acceptance when the company permits a facial recognition service to scrape its platform and build tools for commercial or law enforcement use. Consent is not a meaningful protection against government-collected images like driver’s license photos or visa from being repurposed for facial recognition databases—people need to be able to drive cars and travel. A robust literature also illustrates just how poorly adults are situated to make informed privacy decisions, given the complexity and length of privacy policies and the frequency with which people encounter them. As much as children and teens struggle to accurately assess privacy risks, so too do adults. Children being exploited in a slightly more egregious way does not justify the exploitation of everyone else.

Beyond the lack of normative merits, a child-specific ban would also be exceedingly difficult to coherently design and effectively enforce. COPPA attempts to strike the balance of limiting data collected from children without unduly limiting the collection practices of general audience services through a two-pronged applicability approach: the statute applies to companies that direct services to children and companies that do not deliberately target them, but do have actual knowledge that they are collecting personal information from children
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anyway. The results have been murky at best. The high bar of an actual knowledge standard has allowed general audience services to feign ignorance of the children on their platform, while the lack of enforcement has incentivized companies to ignore it, given that failing to comply with COPPA is unlikely to produce an investigation or penalty.\textsuperscript{338} The harms that these technologies inflict on adults are too significant for an intervention that deliberately excludes them to be desirable or sufficient. But even if the harms to adults could be defensibly ignored, attempting to distinguish child-specific from general uses will be unreliable and under-inclusive. A facial recognition law should not replicate COPPA’s mistakes, it should learn from them by simply setting a higher standard for everyone.

Moreover, as this article has attempted to illustrate, the harms that are particularly heightened for children are still severe for adults, with the same result of eroding their privacy, free expression, and due process rights. Knowledge of surveillance may have particular implications for children’s intellectual development and political freedom, but it also chills free expression for adults. Facial recognition technology’s singularly pernicious assortment of attributes as a surveillance tool—that hiding or changing your face is impracticable or impossible, that it weaponizes existing databases of photographs, and consent is often ill-informed and coercive on the rare occasions it’s even sought—generally implicates all age groups. Having a picture or video of you used in a facial recognition search by law enforcement is more likely to result in an erroneous result for certain groups, but law enforcement’s surreptitious use of these technologies in investigations still affects due process rights for everyone. A child-specific ban would not address any of these dangers, and would thus be an overly narrow response to a far broader problem.

Finally, child-specific privacy protections can still be an acceptable or even welcome policy approach in other circumstances where they are necessary for children, and inapplicable to adults. A regulatory regime that provided strong, comprehensive privacy protections for all people, with meaningful enforcement by the government and private plaintiffs and functional redress for violations, might invite additional, heightened protections for children in situations that

generally don’t exist for adults, such as privacy in school settings, or even privacy protections for children from their parents. Nor am I arguing that COPPA should be wholly preempted by a general facial recognition technology ban, given the valuable, if highly imperfect, protections COPPA provides for children in contexts beyond the use of facial recognition technology. But in the context of technology or circumstances that implicate both children and adults, the heightened vulnerability of children should not invite the assumption that protections for adults are not similarly needed. In the case of facial recognition technologies, children’s autonomy, safety, and freedom are not uniquely under threat such that protections for them alone are necessary, and protections for adults are unnecessary. On the contrary.

FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

An argument for banning facial recognition technologies because of the range of harms they inflict would be incomplete without at least a brief discussion of the technologies’ perceived benefits. Proponents of commercial applications of facial recognition tend to highlight the convenience of using one’s face as a biometric identifier. People struggle to remember complex passwords and simple ones are easy for hackers to crack, whereas, proponents argue, a face is unique and diminishes the possibility of human fallibility creating a security vulnerability at that particular vector. But the benefits of the identifier hinge on its accuracy, which, as this article has attempted to explain, varies starkly among demographic groups. A definition of “convenience” that excludes young people, older people, women, people with darker skin, Asian people, and gender non-binary people does not mean much. Moreover, the very fact that a face is a functionally irreplaceable identifier makes the security implications all the more severe when databases are hacked.
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Perhaps the most fervently touted argument for the value of facial recognition technologies is their purported utility in law enforcement and national security contexts. The ability to more easily identify criminals makes us all safer is a temptingly simple argument. But as even many law enforcement professionals have argued, technology that is less accurate for a wide range of demographic groups does not bolster collective safety, it diminishes it by subjecting members of those groups to unwarranted scrutiny and directing officers to pursue erroneous leads. As discussed above, reports of shoddy data practices abound, even despite a lack of transparency surrounding police uses of these technologies.

Little evidence exists to support the notion that facial recognition technologies actually enable police officers to do their jobs better by helping them to correctly identify suspects. In fact, evidence that it does the opposite only continues to mount.

Ultimately, most of the claims concerning the benefits of facial recognition technologies are false, like the safety narrative, while others are simply not sufficient to outweigh the severe costs to privacy, due process, and free expression. Technology that subjects people of color to even more disproportionate police scrutiny imperils their freedom and safety, rather than bolstering it. The ability to identify protestors doesn’t make anyone safer, it gives the government license to chill free expression and quash dissent. Subjecting children to surveillance in schools is unlikely to prevent a school shooting, as even some vendors admit.

Facial recognition databases used by either government or law enforcement also
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create new sources of hackable information that leave people vulnerable to identity theft and fraud. Despite the rhetoric of its defenders, facial recognition technologies imperil the people and values they purportedly protect.

CONCLUSION

The use of facial recognition technologies on children endangers their well-being despite the fact that their surveillance is often intended for their protection. The developmental immaturity of young people means that the chilling effects of surveillance may be particularly impactful on their emotional and intellectual growth, and arbitrary errors in law enforcement investigations may have particularly severe consequences for their safety, freedom, and life trajectories. But even the harms that are uniquely severe for children are still severely felt by the other demographic groups for whom facial recognition technologies tend to perform poorly, and the damage that these services wreak on privacy, free expression, and due process is essentially universal. Children should be protected from the destructive effects of facial recognition technologies, so should everyone else, and the harms that are even more severe for children are damaging enough for adults alone to necessitate a ban.

The range of proposals for how to regulate facial recognition is wide, but the existence of those proposals and the success of local bans and moratoria are significant reasons for optimism. A comprehensive ban at the federal level is a lofty goal, to be sure—but the limits of the more modest solutions illustrate why a comprehensive ban is worth striving for. A regulatory scheme that permits the use of facial recognition technologies on the basis that enforcement of violations will be enough to deter and prevent undesirable behavior will be inadequate, and ignores how privacy law can be co-opted in to procedural symbolism,347 how privacy plaintiffs struggle to receive judicial redress,348 and the inertia of privacy regulators. Moratoria, while a far superior option over regulation, assume a point in time where facial recognition technologies will be sufficiently free of bias—a moment that may never come. Bans on law enforcement uses correctly recognize the particular danger of police use of these surveillance technologies. But private uses can fuel law enforcement ones, and the privacy, free expression, and discrimination concerns are all considerable given the size of the role that private companies play in American lives.

Facial recognition technologies threaten fundamental democratic values that should be fulsomely protected for everyone. A bleak future of inescapable, dragnet surveillance is not only not inevitable, but surmountable, by prohibiting the use of the technology hastening it.
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